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ABSTRACT10

Many works based on the correlations between the occurrence rate of various giant planets and stellar properties of their hosts

have provided clues revealing planetary formation processes. However, few researches have focused on the mutual occurrence

rate of different type of planets and their dependency upon the stellar properties, which may help to provide an insight into

the dynamics evolution history of planetary systems. To investigate the mutual occurrence rates, first we define three types

of giant planets, i.e. cold Jupiter(CJ), warm Jupiter(WJ) and hot Jupiter(HJ), according to their position normalized by the

snow-line in the system, ap > asnow, 0.1asnow < ap ≤ asnow and ap ≤ 0.1asnow, respectively. Then, we derive their occurrence

rates(ηHJ ,ηWJ ,ηCJ) considering completeness correction caused by different detection methods (RV and transit) and surveys

(HARPS& CORALIE and Kepler). Finally, we investigate the correlation between the mutual occurrence rates, i.e. ηCJ/ηWJ or

ηWJ/ηHJ , and various stellar properties, e.g. stellar metallicity and effective temperature Te f f . We find that ηWJ from RV and

transit surveys show a similar increasing trend with the increasing stellar effective temperature when Te f f ≤ 6100K. While ηCJ

from RV samples is almost flat within Te f f ∈ (4600K,6100K], and ηHJ from transit samples is increasing with increasing stellar

effective temperature within 3600K < Te f f < 7100K. Further more, we find that the mutual occurrence rate between CJ and

WJ, i.e. ηCJ/ηWJ , shows a decreasing trend with the increasing stellar effective temperature. In contrary, the ratio ηWJ/ηHJ

is reversely depends on the stellar effective temperature. After a series of consistency tests, our results suggest the in-situ

hypothesis can be excluded from the formation process of both WJ and HJ. However, the origin and evolution history of HJ may

be quite different from that of WJ.

11

keywords: Exoplanet, Occurrence rate, effective temperature , giant planet catalogs12

Introduction13

The formation of warm Jupiter(defined only by their orbital period, from 10 to 200 days) is one of most important components to14

build up the general framework of giant planet formation and evolution process. Because of its rarity and mystery, the formation15

mechanism of Warm Jupiter is still far from well understood. There are some debates on the formation mechanism of warm16

Jupiter, for example, whether warm Jupiter experienced various orbital migrations, or formed in situ? Some people believe17

the high-eccentricity migration could not explain the formation of warm Jupiter born beyond 1 AU1. And disk migration may18

also explain the high eccentricity of some warm Jupiters2. However, there are also some evidence showing that warm Jupiter19

may form in situ3. In contrast, due to lower observation requirements, much more hot Jupiters have been found which enable20

us to investigate their formation process thorough statistics ways. Although some people put forward the hot Jupiters might21

form in situ4–6, most people believed that hot Jupiters should form through some kind of migration scenarios: one theory is the22

disk migration,i.e., giant planet migrate into close-in orbit through the gaseous disk7–9 , the other one is the high-eccentricity23

migration, where a giant planet is excited to a high-eccentricity orbit by mechanisms like Lidov Kozai effect10, 11 and further24

delivered to the close-in orbit by the tidal dissipation12–15. Based on disk migration theory, hot Jupiters, at least some of them,25

are believed to be results of inward migrated warm Jupiters16. However, according to the high companion fraction of warm26

Jupiters3, 17, there suppose to be some differences in the formation or dynamical history of warm Jupiters and hot Jupiters.27

Most of previous studies have focused on the occurrence rate of a particular kind of planets and its dependence versus28

other planetary or stellar properties, e.g. occurrence rate of planets have an increases trend with decreasing planet radius and29

increasing orbital period18, for Earth-size to Neptune-size planets (1–4 R⊕, Kepler planets), the occurrence rate of planets30
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is successively higher toward later spectral types at all orbital periods19. Even though occurrence rate of Kepler planets be31

found rises only weakly with metallicity of their host stars, but for giant planets, they tend to form around more metal-rich32

stars20. Furthermore, the occurrence rate of giant planets with positive correlation to the mass of host stars18. Some previous33

statistical studies have found giant planets show a rising occurrence rate with orbital semi-major axis out to 1 AU21, 22, similarly,34

recent studies suggest that the occurrence rate of giant planets increasing at longer periods but appear to fall off after 10035

day23. Besides, the number of planets decreases towards higher stellar effective temperature and stellar mass24. Because limited36

observation baseline, only K type stars harbor giant planet outside the snowline (corresponding to the equilibrium temperature37

of planets is 170K25) in Kepler sample. Nevertheless, the radial velocity(RV) survey found many exoplanets with mass greater38

than Neptune mass well beyond 1AU26–28. Based on RV-detected planets, some people found an increasing occurrence rate39

of planets with decreasing planetary mass for planets between 3M⊕ to 1000M⊕
26. The occurrence rate of giant planets also40

show a rising tend with the longer orbital period, and the occurrence rate of planet beyond 1AU is several times higher than41

that of close giant planets29. There are also some analysis characterizing the relationship between the occurrence rate of these42

planets and properties of their host stars based the RV survey. Occurrence rate of giant planet correlates with both stellar43

metallicity30, 31 and stellar mass(for which effective temperature Te f f is a proxy), for example, the occurrence rate of giant44

planets increases towards higher metallicity of host stars30, 32, 33.45

All of results mentioned above are usually based on the present value of planetary orbital properties whose original46

distribution and dependency may have been reshaped substantially during the dynamics evolution history. The most straight47

forward way to solve this problem may be taking into account the stellar age of those planet hosts. For example, statistics48

studies focusing on the planetary occurrence rates versus stellar age could help to demonstrate the evolution traces of planetary49

properties directly34. However, due to the difficulties on obtaining accurate stellar ages of a large sample of stars with planets,50

the valid sample size is still quite limited for a detailed statistics study35. In contrast to the direct way, studies on ratio of51

occurrence rates of different planet populations may offer us some indirect clues on their evolution history and initial formation52

rates. For example, let us consider a large sample of young star systems with the initial disk properties coupled strongly to53

the host properties, e.g. the disk mass closely dependent on the stellar mass36, 37 and etc. Most giant planets formed outside54

the snowline38(CJ) and we assume that some of them may migrate inward to become warm Jupiter (WJ) and even hot Jupiter55

(HJ). Then, how much ratio of CJ could have been evolved to WJ or how much ratio of WJ could have been turned into HJ,56

should be governed by the migration efficiency of the disk, which is therefore supposed to be highly correlated to the stellar57

properties, like stellar mass, effective temperature and/or stellar metallicity. That means the ratio of occurrence rates of CJ and58

WJs and the ratio of occurrence rates of WJ and HJ, should show a dependence on one or several stellar properties. If giant59

planets do not migrate at all, i.e. they form just in-situ formation, the ratio of occurrence rates would just represent the relative60

probability on where a giant planet may emerge, e.g. inside or beyond the snowline. Such ratio may also show a dependence on61

the stellar property. But it should be quite different from the results of the orbital migration models. Therefore, this stellar62

property dependent ratio of occurrence rates may be used to distinguish different formation and evolution mechanisms of63

different populations of giant planets, i.e. forming through disk migration or just in-situ.64

In this work, we present our studies on the dependency between the occurrence rates of three giant planet populations and65

stellar properties, e.g. the effective temperature Te f f , of their hosts. We first divide giant planets into three populations, i.e.66

HJ, WJ and CJ, according to their snowline-normalized planet-host distances. Then, we assume HJ and WJ origin from WJ67

and CJ, respectively. And we use the ratio of occurrence rate of WJ(CJ) and HJ(WJ) (ηCJ/ηWJ and ηWJ/ηHJ)to denote the68

efficiency of the transition from WJ(CJ) to HJ(WJ). Our results show that the ratio of occurrence ηCJ/ηWJ is lower when the69

host’s Te f f is higher. While, in contrary, the occurrence ratio ηWJ/ηHJ is increasing when the stellar Te f f is also increasing.70

This significant different dependencies indicates that the formation and evolution mechanisms of HJ and WJ may be quite71

different. Our further analysis show that the decreasing Te f f -dependency of the occurrence ratio ηCJ/ηWJ is NOT consistent72

with the in-situ formation. These clues imply that some CJ migrate inward before the gaseous disk has depleted and form WJ.73

While, HJ are NOT those fast migrating WJ and they should form in a way that is quite different from disk migration. Major74

results are presented in the next section and we discuss and conclude our results.75

Results and Discussion76

WJ and CJ from RV samples77

We use a homogeneous RV-detected giant planets sample from two RV surveys: HARPS & CORALIE, section Methods have78

illustrated RV samples in detail. To calculate the occurrence rate of both WJ and CJ around 1191 main sequence K-, G-, and79

F-type dwarf stars in HARPS & CORALIE surveys. And we further investigate the correlation between the ratio of this two80

occurrence rates and the stellar effective temperature of these giant planet hosts. To obtain the real number of giant planets that81

should exist within each Te f f bin, we carry out a detection efficiency correction. For each detected giant planet, we calculate82

how many other planets were missed by considering the observational bias of detection methods and survey completeness. The83

missing number is added into each Te f f bin when we calculate the occurrence rates of different giant planet samples. Note84
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that, due to the totally different bias in methods and survey completeness, planets found by RV and Transit surveys are treated85

separately(a detailed description of the method in Methods).86

As shown in Figure 1(A), the real RV-detected numbers of WJ and CJ show a similar increasing trend when their87

host’s stellar effective temperature Te f f is also increasing in the range of 4600−6100K. When Te f f goes above 6100K, the88

RV-detected numbers of WJ and CJ both drop downward sharply. From the view of occurrence rate, there is also a drop89

of ηWJ in the 6100− 6600K bin. But it doesn’t change the increasing trend with stellar effective temperature in general.90

However, ηCJ is almost flat within in the Te f f range of 4600−6100K. But it drops significantly in the rightmost bin where91

Te f f ∈ (6100K,6600K]. Both the drops of WJ and CJ samples in this bin may be real reflections of deficit of giant planets92

around early type stars, which is also seen in our transit-detected samples(shown in Figure 1(C)). But their amplitudes and93

uncertainties are relatively larger and they are probably caused by the lack of high Te f f survey targets. Usually, early type94

stars whose effective temperature is higher are relatively more active and are harder to get high precision radial velocity95

measurements. As a result, only those quiet early type stars are selected in a RV planet survey, which leads to a smaller sample96

size of high Te f f stellar targets and additional selection bias which is not considered in the detection efficiency correction part.97

To mitigate such statistic effects arose by the sample size, we further investigate the ratio of occurrence rate of CJs and98

WJs samples ηCJ/ηWJ . As shown in Figure 1(B), we found a monotonous decreasing trend of the ratio when the stellar99

effective temperature is increasing. This result shows that the frequency of CJ is relatively higher than that of WJ around cooler100

stars. If giant planets form outside the snowline (as CJ in our definition) and migrate inward to became WJ, then this Te f f101

dependent trend offers an indirect evidence to this process—higher stellar effective temperature means a higher disk mass in the102

proto-stellar disk and therefor a higher efficiency in moving giant planets inward.103

HJ and WJ from Kepler samples104

According to our classifications mentioned in Methods, only a handful giant planets released by the Kepler DR25 locate further105

beyond the snow line in their system, while most samples are closer and warmer and belong to the HJ or WJ sample. Similar to106

the RV samples, we calculate the individual occurrence rate of the HJ and WJ sample first. And then we further investigate the107

correlation between their ratio and the stellar effective temperature.108

The planet numbers corrected by the survey completeness are shown in each stellar effective temperature bin by the109

histogram in Figure 1(C). The numbers of the valid survey stars which are used to derive the occurrence rate are listed in110

Methods(table 2). ηWJ and ηHJ show similar increasing trend with the increasing host effective temperature in the range of111

3600K −6100K. In the rightmost bin where Te f f ∈ (6100K,7100K], the occurrence rate keeps growing for HJ but it drops112

sharply for WJ. It seems that an M/K/G type star has a higher probability to host WJ than to host HJ. But for F type or hotter113

stars the probability reverses. The drop of WJ in the high Te f f bin is similar to that observed in the RV samples, however it is114

unlikely to be caused by the lack of long period giant planets. The vertical bars show that we have hundreds of samples for both115

HJ and WJ types (after survey completeness correction) within this bin.116

In Figure 1(D), we show the ratio of the two occurrence rates ηWJ/ηHJ . The result also shows a value well above 1117

and keeps increasing with higher stellar effective temperature when 3600K < Te f f < 6100K and drops down below 1 when118

Te f f > 6100K. If HJ are formed by WJ via disk migration process and higher Te f f means a more massive disk, then the119

transform from WJ to HJ should be more efficient around hotter stars and produce an inverse dependence of the ηWJ/ηHJ and120

the host Te f f . Our statistic result implies that, unlike the formation of WJ, the disk migration mechanism may not dominate the121

formation of HJ.122

Implication to the formation of HJ and WJ123

The formation of giant planets locating inside the snow line, e.g. HJ and WJ, is usually considered as an outside-in process (at124

least for HJ and a part of short-period WJ), i.e. giant planets form outside the snow line where the high density of solid disk125

leads to relatively short growth timescale of planetary embryo, and then they migration inward to become WJ or even HJ. There126

are two major mechanisms to explain the inward delivering of giant planets, i.e. migration through a disk which is composed of127

gas, dust or/and planetesimals or migration due to planet-planet scattering which is also called the high-e migration.128

One of the major goals of the recent researches is to find out the major evolution track of giant planets, and distinguish to129

the dominated one from this two mechanisms. In this work, we study the ratio of occurrence rates of two kinds of giant planets,130

i.e. ηCJ/ηWJ and ηWJ/ηHJ . And we believe this outer-to-inner occurrence rate ratio and its dependence on the stellar effective131

temperature could help to reveal some clues on the migration efficiency when a CJ transfers to a WJ and/or a WJ becomes a HJ,132

where the host star is of different stellar types.133

Our results have shown that the effective temperature dependence is total different for ηCJ/ηWJ and ηWJ/ηHJ , which134

implies the formation mechanisms of WJ and HJ are quite different as well. It seems the result on WJ could be explained by the135

disk-migration mechanism, while the result on HJ is contrary with the prediction from the same mechanism. There are several136

major possibilities need to be explored and clarified before we could jump to the final conclusion, e.g. the stellar metallicity137

influences, the in-situ formation mechanism and so on.138
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Figure 1. Corrected number, occurrence rate and mutual occurrence rate of different giant planet populations(HJ, WJ, CJ) in

RV and transit survey. (A): Histogram of corrected number of giant planets(WJ(gray bar) and CJ(blue bar) detected by RV) and

the occurrence rate of giant planets in four Te f f bins (Te f f ∈ [4600K,6600K]). Where the left coordinate corresponding to

corrected number, and the right coordinate corresponding to the occurrence rate.(B): the mutual occurrence rate of CJ and WJ

(shown in green) in four Te f f bins. WJ(gray) and CJ(blue) are depicted separately. (C): Histogram of real number of giant

planets(WJ(gray bar) and HJ(orange bar) detected by transit) and the occurrence rate of giant planets in five Te f f

bins(Te f f ∈ [3600K,7100K]). The coordinate are same as (A).(D): the mutual occurrence rate of WJ and HJ(shown as earthy

yellow) in five Te f f bins. WJ(gray) and HJ(orange) are depicted separately.
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Figure 2. The occurrence-rate- stellar metallicity dependence of CJ and WJ, and the ratio of occurrence rate of CJ and WJ.

(a): Histogram of corrected number of giant planets(WJ(gray bar) and CJ(blue bar)) and the occurrence rate of giant planets in

five stellar metallicity bins.Where the left coordinate corresponding to corrected number, and the right coordinate

corresponding to the occurrence rate. (b): the mutual occurrence rate of CJ and WJ(shown in green) in five stellar metallicity

ranges. WJ(gray) and CJ(blue) are depicted separately.

The correlation between the occurrence rate of giant planets and the metallicity of their host star, has drawn a lot of attention139

and is treated as a critical clue to reveal how the formation process of giant planet affected by the stellar properties of its host140

star19, 30, 33. It is usually believed that giant planets, especially for those long period ones, e.g. WJ and CJ, are more likely to141

form around metal-rich stars30, 32. To perform a sanity check and verify the consistency of our model, we also explore the142

stellar-metallicity dependence of warm Jupiters and cold Jupiters. The definition and samples of WJ and CJ and the method143

to derive their occurrence rates are all the same as our previous case. The only difference is we replace the stellar effective144

temperature with the stellar metallicity this time. As shown in Figure 2, for both WJ and CJ, the occurrence rate increases with145

an increasing metallicity of their host, which is quite consistent with previous studies. Further more, the ηCJ/ηWJ also shows146

an increasing trend with the increasing metallicity in general.147

As we mentioned before, giants planet are believed to form slightly outside the snow-line where the solid density jumps148

high. They are supposed to begin with solid cores. Before the planetary core has accreted enough solid mass to trigger the149

effective gas accretion process, it usually suffers fast inward orbital decay due to the tidal torques exerted on it by the gaseous150

disk. It is usually called the type-I migration which may cause a significant orbit change within 104 −105 year for a planet core151

around several M⊕. Many planetary cores are probably delivered to a warm or even hot place from the cold region outside the152

snow line by this mechanism. As soon as the planet core grows above a critical mass, which is around ∼ 10M⊕ depending153

on the disk opacity mostly, it steps into a quasi-static accretion process, after several million years, the total mass of planet154

above ∼ 20M⊕, it steps into runaway gas accretion scenario38 and grows up to a massive giant planet in a very short time155

scale, ∼ 103 − 104 years. Then the massive planet will open a deep gap in the disk along its orbit region and its migration156

speed will drop down significantly to match the viscous evolution time scale of the disk, i.e. the type-II migration. While, the157

high metallicity of the proto-stellar disk may help to fasten the growth of the solid planet core through the pebble accretion158

mechanism and shorten, even avoid its fast migration era.159

If we assume the metallicity of the proto-stellar disk is directly proportional to the metallicity of the host star, giant planets160

may grow faster around a metal-rich star and stay closer to the origin place where they form, e.g. beyond the snow line. In161

other words, the transferring efficiency from a CJ to a WJ will be lower around a star with higher metallicity. And the mutual162

occurrence rate of CJ and WJ, ηCJ/ηWJ , should increase as the stellar metallicity increases, which is just consistent with our163

result (see Figure 2 (b)).164

All previous discussions are based on an assumption that a giant planet origins beyond the snow line and may migrate165

inward as it is growing up and ends up as a warm or hot Jupiter. What will happen, if the cold, warm or even hot giant planet166

form in-situ? Some comparisons show that our result can not explained by the in-situ mechanism (in Methods) and implies167

that WJ may have undergone some kinds of migration during its formation history.168
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Conclusion169

In this paper, based on RV (HARPS & CORALIE) and transit (kepler) samples, we define three giant planet populations170

according to the normalized planetary semi-major axis (HJ:ap ≤ 0.1asnow, WJ: 0.1asnow < ap ≤ asnow, CJ: ap > asnow ) and171

derive their occurrence rates. We further investigate the correlation between the mutual occurrence rate (ηCJ/ηWJ and172

ηWJ/ηHJ) and stellar effective temperature.173

Firstly, We find that the occurrence rate of WJs is increasing first and drop downward sharply in hottest Te f f bin(RV:174

6100−6600K; transit: 6100−7100K ) with the increasing stellar Te f f both RV- and transit- detected samples. The occurrence175

rate of RV-detected CJ shows almost flat within in range of 4600−6100K then drop sharply in 6100−6600K bin. And the176

occurrence rate of transit-detected HJ is almost increasing with the increasing stellar Te f f .177

Second, analysis results shows that there is obvious dependency between the ratio of occurrence rate of CJ and WJ and178

stellar Te f f , the ratio show a declining tendency with the increasing Te f f . That may means that with the increase of stellar mass,179

and the disk mass also become higher, the dynamical evolution efficiency of CJ are improved. Besides, from Kepler transit180

samples, the ratio of occurrence rate of WJ and HJ show a rising trend with increasing effective temperature of their host stars,181

this trend is contrary to the trend of the ratio of CJ and WJ. So, the formation and evolution process of WJ and HJ should be182

governed by very different mechanisms, e.g. disk migration and high-e migration, respectively.183

Then, we also explore the dependency between the occurrence rates of three period defined giant planet populations and184

Te f f of hosts. The ratio of occurrence rate of WJ and HJ also show a rising trend with increasing Te f f of hosts. But due to185

the small sample of period-defined WJ, the ratio ηCJ/ηWJ don’t show same trend compare with the ratio in snowline-defined186

sample.187

Finally, according to the stellar metallicity dependence ratio of occurrence rate of CJ and WJ, we find the trend of the ratio188

of occurrence rate of CJ and WJ with increasing stellar metallicity is different to the trend demonstrate with Te f f of host stars.189

Then we also rule out the in-situ formation of WJ by comparing the ratio of occurrence rates, ηCJ/ηWJ to the ratio of formation190

rates, η
′

CJ/η
′

WJ (position-independent)and η∗
CJ/η∗

WJ(position-dependent).191

In summary, our study emphasizes the importance taking into account physical property when dividing different giant192

planets populations. And exploring for the ratio of occurrence rate of different planets populations may be provide a new way193

to study formation and evolution of planets. The results of this paper suggest that the main formation mechanism of WJ is disk194

migration, and it is differ from the formation mechanism of HJ.195
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Methods292

Transit Samples and The Definitions of HJ, WJ, CJ293

To build sufficient giant planets samples, we use transit-detected planets. And the Kepler DR25 offers a homogeneous sample294

of short- and moderate-period planets with survey completeness well determined39, 40. We start to build our samples from295

the Kepler Input Catelog (KIC)41, 42(https://exoplanetarchive.ipac.caltech.edu/cgi-bin/TblView/296

nph-tblView?app=ExoTbls&config=koi) which contains 186301 stars and 8054 planetary candidates found in the297

Q1-Q17 data. We adopt the stellar properties after across match with Gaia Data Release 234, e.g. the effective temperatureTe f f ,298

stellar radius R⋆. With these well determined properties, all the giant stars whose surface gravity logG < 4.0 are filtered out.299

And we further remove giant stars and binaries using the index of evolution state and number of companion obtained by300

previous study43. The whole stellar sample for further statistic study contains 111388 stars with Te f f between 3600K and301

7100K.302

For transiting giant planet sample we set several filters:303

1. All known false positives are removed.304

2. Radius of planet is updated according to previous mentioned stellar parameters. Only those giant planets with Rp between305

4R⊕ and 20R⊕ are selected.306

After use those cut, we get a homogeneous sample of transit-detected giant planet, i.e. Kepler giant planets. The sample307

classification of Kepler giant planets is as follows.308

we usually call giant planets with orbit period less than a few days, e. g. < 10 days, hot Jupiter. However, such a definition

does not have too much physics meaning. Planets with the same orbit period around different type of host stars are sometimes

significantly different in their physics and dynamics properties. In this work, we adopt a definition related to the normalized

orbit semi-major axis(ap/asnow) to include the stellar properties of their hosts. The normalization factor is the distance of the
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Figure 3. Normalized semi-major axis .vs. radius of planets(Rp) distribution of giant planets detected by Kepler surveys, there

are a boundary(yellow dotted line) at ap/asnow = 0.1.

snow line asnow where the equilibrium temperature Teq = 170K in the planetary system. The equilibrium temperature of planet

is given by25:

Tp = 280(
ap

1AU
)−1/2(

L⋆

L⊙

)1/4K (1)

where L⋆ and L⊙ are the luminosity of host star and sun, due to the lower uncertainty of Te f f and L⋆ is given as

L⋆ = 4πR⋆
2
σT 4

e f f (2)

where R⋆ is stellar radius,σ is Stefan-Boltzmann constant ,and Te f f is effective temperature of star. As shown in Figure 3, there309

are the normalized orbit semi-major axis(ap/asnow) and radius(Rp) diagram of all Kepler giant planets filtered through the310

process mentioned above. Based on Bayesian Information Criterion(BIC), we derive the optimal fitting model of Gaussian311

mixture model(GMM) for the snow line normalized semi-major axis and radius distribution. As we can see in Figure 3, there312

are might a boundary at 0.1asnow. So in this work, our samples were divided into 3 groups: boundaries of HJ and WJ is 0.1asnow,313

and asnow as the boundaries of WC and CJ.314

Because our Kepler giant planets have not long period giant planets with orbital semi-major axis larger than 1asnow (avoid315

large uncertainty in the survey completeness calculation), so we just build HJ and WJ samples in Kepler giant planets sample.316

So, for a transiting giant planet(Kepler samples) , we calculate the position of snow line, asnow , within its system. When its317

semi-major axis ap is smaller than 0.1asnow, it belongs to the HJ sample. In contrast, when it locates further than 0.1asnow, it318

belongs to the WJ sample. The final HJ and WJ sample includes 216 Kepler giant planets. Figure 4(C) shows the distribution of319

the orbital period of planets and the mass of their host stars.320

The survey completeness of a planet with given period P and radius Rp is obtained by a Kepler Survey Simulator44.321

Then, we divide 216 planets into five bins according to the effective temperature Te f f of their host stars. Since most samples322

concentrate between 5000K and 6000K, we use a non-uniform bin size to contain enough samples within the boundary bins.323

The bin size is 500K for the three bins in the middle, and we set all samples with Te f f < 4600K to the left boundary bin and all324

samples with Te f f > 6100K to the right boundary bin (Figure 4 (B)). The color map shows the survey completeness of each325

planet where brighter color denotes higher completeness.326
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Furthermore, we also build WJ and CJ use RV-detected giant planet.If equilibrium temperature of RV-detected giant planet327

is less than 170K, which means it is outside the snow line, ap > asnow, then we set this planet into to the CJ sample. Similarly,328

if its equilibrium temperature is higher than 170K and then it belongs to the WJ sample. Note that, the RV-detected and Kepler329

samples are analyzed separately in this study.330

RV Samples331

To get sufficient long period giant planets, we use RV-detected planets to build our CJ and WJ sample. And to avoid systemic332

differences in planetary and stellar properties imposed by various fitting models adopted by different surveys and obtain reliable333

survey completeness, we select our RV samples only based on the HARPS and CORALIE survey27, 33. There is a total of 1797334

stars with K, G and F stellar type, of which 131 host planets. We then cross match them with the Gaia DR2 database45 to get335

high precision stellar properties, such as radius, luminosity and Te f f . Only stars with Te f f between 4600K and 6600K are336

selected for further analysis to avoid systematic errors caused by the known limitation of synthetic stellar atmospheric models46.337

Our final RV-related sample for calculating planetary occurrence rates and stellar property dependencies contains 1191 stars.338

And there are several more criteria have been applied to filter planetary sample:339

1. We only choose those confirmed RV-detected giant planets with 0.3MJ < Mp < 13MJ(MJ is mass of Jupiter ).340

2. Giant planets with orbital semi-major axis less than 0.1asnow(asnow is the location of snow line) are excluded. For RV341

samples, the sample only include CJ and WJ.342

3. Giant planet with orbital period larger than 15000 days are excluded.The reason is that the survey completeness obtained343

by the HARPS and CORALIE survey is only valid for planets with period shorter than 15000 days27.344

The final RV-related sample includes 1191 stars, of which 85 stars hosting 99 RV-detected giant planets. Figure 4 (C) shows the345

distribution of the orbital period of planets and the mass of their host.346

We extract survey completeness for each RV-detected planet from the study of HARPS and CORALIE survey27. Each347

curve in the Figure 6 of the paper27 represents the fraction of stars with sufficient measurements to detect a planet at a given348

period P and minimum mass Msini. We linearly interpolate these curves into a uniform grid with Msini between 0.3 and 13 MJ349

and period between 1 and 15000 days. The survey completeness of every selected RV-detected planet is extracted by averaging350

the grid where it falls. The total sample is then divided into several bins according to the Te f f of their hosts in the range of351

4600−6600K, where the binning size is 500K. Color map in Figure 4(A) shows the interpolated survey completeness of every352

giant planet in a Msini-Te f f plane.353

Occurrence Rates354

In this study, we are trying to reveal the orbital evolution history of different kind of giant plants through investigating the355

correlations between their occurrence rates and their host’s stellar properties. There are two reasons for why we select the356

effective temperature as a major representative host property. First, the effective temperature is highly related to the stellar357

mass, spectral type and even properties of the proto-stellar disk. Second, the measurement on effective temperature is usually358

easier to achieve higher accuracy. The effective temperature of the RV-detected( Kepler) samples ranges from 4600K(3600K)359

to 6600K (7100K). As mention in last section, we first divide this range into several bins. Then, to get the occurrence rate of a360

kind of giant planets orbiting their host stars in a single effective temperature bin. For RV-detected samples, the procedure of361

calculate the occurrence rates of giant planets in the specific effective temperature bin is as follows:362

1. According to the effective temperature of the whole star sample in the specific RV survey(here, we focus on HARPS363

& CORALIE survey) to get the number N∗
⋆ of star in the specific effective temperature bins. The number of stars364

corresponds to four Te f f bins are listed in table 1.365

2. For every RV-detected giant planets that around the star in the specific effective temperature bins, to get the survey366

completeness p∗ j on the basis of minimum mass and period of the giant planets(shows as color of point in 4(A) ) .367

3. To calculate the occurrence rate, i.e.,the average number of giant planets per one star in the specific effective temperature

bin:

η
RV

=
1

N∗
⋆

n∗ p

∑
j=1

1

p∗ j

(3)

where n∗p is the detected number of planets per effective temperature bin in RV survey(shown in table 1).368
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Figure 4. Overview of our samples.(A): distribution of planetary mass and effective temperature of host star( mp-Te f f ) of RV

giant planets samples, detection completeness shown as color contours from 0.0 to 1.0 in steps of 0.1 (B): distribution of

planetary radius and effective temperature of host star (Rp-Te f f ) of Kepler giant planets samples, detection completeness shown

as color contours; (C): the period-stellar mass distribution of orbital period and stellar mass(p-Te f f ) of all samples, the colors

denote the equilibrium temperature of each giant planets, where red dotted line and blue line are mark the position of 0.1asnow

and 1.0asnow of different host stars.
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Table 1. Number of stars and giant planet in RV -detected samples

Effective Temperature(K) Number of stars(N∗
⋆) Number of giant planets(n∗p)

(4600, 5100] 244 12

(5100, 5600] 334 18

(5600, 6100] 508 61

(6100, 7100] 105 8

Table 2. Number of stars and giant planet in Kepler samples

Effective Temperature(K) Number of stars(N⋆) Number of giant planets(np)

(3600, 4600] 8052 14

(4600, 5100] 10904 17

(5100, 5600] 26539 52

(5600, 6100] 41243 88

(6100, 7100] 24650 45

For transiting giant planets, the process of calculating the occurrence rate of giant planets in a single effective temperature369

bin is describe below:370

1. To obtain statistics N⋆ of star in each effective temperature bins. Note that N⋆ for different bin not only the star hold giant371

planets, but all of specific stars found in the target sky area of the Transit survey. Table 2 describe the number of stars per372

effective temperature bin in Kepler survey.373

2. According to the observational pipeline of the Transit survey, to obtain detection efficiency fdet of every giant planet.374

The color of circle in Figures 4 (B) shows the detection efficiency fdet of each transit samples.375

3. we calculate the geometric transit probability of a transiting giant planets. When planets’ radius is Rp, it orbits its

primary(radius of host is R⋆) with orbital semi-major axis a and orbital eccentricity e, the geometric transit probability

fgeo is :

fgeo =
R⋆+Rp

a(1− e2)
(4)

Where R⋆ is the correctional value after the Gaia-Kepler cross-match, and Rp is calculated by the new R⋆ and the ratio of376

planet to stellar radius.377

4. To obtain the survey completeness p j evaluate of a transiting orientation of each planet j, which combine the detection

efficiency fdet, jand the geometric transit probability fdet, j of each giant planet:

p j = fdet, j × fgeo, j (5)

5. To obtain the occurrence rate, i.e.,the average number of giant planets per one star in the specific effective temperature

bin:

η
Kepler

=
1

N⋆

np

∑
j=1

1

p j

(6)

where np is the detected number of planets per effective temperature bin in Kepler survey(listed in table 2).378

The uncertainty on the occurrence rate is calculated from the square root of the number of detected planets per bin.379

Consistency check: Definition of HJ, WJ and CJ use the period380

Giant planets with orbital period less than 10 days are usually called hot Jupiter, those with moderate orbital period (from381

10 days to 200days) are called warm Jupiter , and those with long orbital period ( > 200 days) are called cold Jupiter. Such382

definitions based on a fact that the equilibrium temperature of planet depends on its distance to the host star. But for planetary383

systems with different type of stars, stellar properties may also play a crucial role to determine a planet is hot or cold. That’s the384
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Figure 5. Similar to Figure 1(c)and (D), but here, HJ(orange),WJ(gray) and CJ(blue) are defined only depends on planetary

orbit period.

reason we propose a new definition to distinguish HJ, WJ and CJ. However, the previous definitions have been used for a while,385

it is reasonable for us to compare the occurrence rates with different definitions and find out its influences to our final results.386

For RV-detected samples, because the small number of WJ(2,4,5,1 giant planets in each Te f f bins). So, using the traditional387

definition of WJ and CJ in RV-detected samples, we can’t obtain some information about the occurrence rates of WJ, and lead388

to misunderstand the ratio of their occurrence rates (ηCJ/ηWJ). However, the kepler sample maybe provide more WJ sample to389

further analysis the occurrence rates of WJ in period- boundary definition.390

We calculate the occurrence rates of WJ and HJ, whose definition only depends on planetary orbit period, in the Kepler391

sample. Figure 5(A), the occurrence rates of WJ and HJ are both increasing with host effective temperature when Te f f ≤ 6100K392

and drop down a bit when Te f f is higher. For all the M/K/G/F stars, WJ has a higher probability to exist than HJ. The ratio of393

their occurrence rates (ηWJ/ηHJ) is always above 1 and has an increasing trend with the increasing stellar effective temperature394

(see in Figure 5(B)). This result is quite similar to that when new definition is adopted. There are two major differences:395

First, in the rightmost temperature bin where Te f f ∈ (6100K,7100K], with our new definition, the number of WJ (after survey396

completeness correction) drops more than that of traditional WJ does. In contrast, the number of new-defined HJ keeps397

increasing within the same temperature bin, where the number of traditional HJ decreases. Second, with our new definition, the398

ratio of occurrence rates (WJ to HJ) is higher than the corresponding value derived from traditional definition in each Te f f bin.399

It is clearly that some traditional WJ which is classified purely by their orbital period are actually quite hot because of the high400

temperature of their host. And such mis-classification effect is more obvious when the host is of higher effective temperature,401

e.g. those F or earlier type stars. For late type stars, e.g. M, K and G stars, the two occurrence-rate-effective-temperature trends402

are consistent, which means there are indeed some physics mechanisms behind.403

Consistency check: The hypothesis of In-situ formation404

We first assume the formation efficiency of giant planet is position-independent, which means the probability where a giant405

planet may show up is uniform within a planetary system. This is obviously not true, but could be used as a reference. In this406

case, giant planets distribute uniformly in space and the odd of a giant planet becomes WJ or CJ depends only on the position of407

the snow line. In other words, the ratio of formation rate η
′

CJ/η
′

WJ is the ratio of the distance from the snow line to the outer408

boundary of the system to the distance from the host to the snow line. Since our definitions on HJ, WJ and CJ depend on the409

position of snow line, ap ≤ 0.1asnow, 0.1asnow < ap ≤ 1.0asnow and ap > 1.0asnow, respectively, we set the outer boundary to410

5asnow. Then, as the place of snow line, asnow, moving outward with increasing stellar effective temperature, the outer boundary411

also increases. As a result, the ratio η
′

CJ/η
′

WJ is constant and does not change with stellar type in this case (See the upper412

horizontal solid orange line in Figure 6).413

Then we further assume the efficiency to form a giant planet is position-dependent, which means the probability where

a giant planet may show up depends on the surface density and dust collision timescale——the higher surface density and

shorter collision timescale are, the easier for a place to form a giant planet. We assume the formation rates is proportional to

the potential mass of planetary building blocks inside and outside the snow-line, MCJ and MWJ . Therefore, the ratio of the
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Figure 6. The comparison of the simulation and the observational result of mutual occurrence-rate-Te f f dependence of CJ and

WJ. The green curve is the best fit of result(1(b)). The pink curve and the red curve show the simulation result of ratio of

occurrence rate based on position-independent and position-dependent hypothesis, respectively.

formation rate, η∗
CJ/η∗

WJ , could be represented by the mass ratio, MCJ/MWJ :

η
∗

CJ/η
∗

WJ = MCJ/MWJ (7)

where mass of all planetary building blocks MCJ and MWJ are determined by the a function of solid and gaseous mass density

and solid accretion timescale, which reads as follow:

MWJ =
∫ 1.0asnow

0.1asnow

2πx(Σg(x)+Σd(x))

tacc

dx (8)

MCJ =
∫ 5.0asnow

1.0asnow

2πx(Σg(x)+Σd(x))

tacc

dx (9)

which tacc is the solid cores’ accretion timescale47:

tacc ∼ Σd
−1Σg

−2/5M∗
−1/6yr (10)

Σd and Σg is the surface density of dust and gas within the protoplanetary disk:414

Σd = fd fsnow ×10(
ap

1AU
)−3/2gcm−2 (11)

Σg = fg(2.4×103)(
ap

1AU
)−3/2gcm−2 (12)

We adopt the host star dependence fd , fg and fsnow: fd = 0.7M∗
1.9 , fsnow = 1(inside snow line), fsnow = 4.2(outside snow-line)415

, and we adopt fd = fg that represent the solar abundance. We calculate the ratio η∗
CJ/η∗

WJ around stars with different416
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effective temperatures and the result is shown by the lower horizontal solid blue line in Figure 6. Because of the stellar effective417

temperatures is concerned only with mass of host, and the stellar mass is eliminate in the calculation of the ratio η∗
CJ/η∗

WJ ,418

so it is also a constant even though the stellar effective temperatures is change. It is clearly that both two cases assuming in-situ419

formation are significantly different from the observation result. Sothe in-situ mechanism can not explain our result.420
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